1. For admission to first year (BA/BCom/BSc), forms will be available from college website: www.dbndsm.edu.in & http://dbndsmadmission.com and its on-line submission will be on and from 01.06.2015 to 15.06.2015 (Please see programme details at on-line admission portal). The copy of the filled-up downloaded form should be retained with the candidate.

2. Forms are to be filled up for General and Honours courses separately. The same process will be followed for each of the streams (Arts, Science & Commerce).

3. For Honours courses, separate merit list will be published for Arts, Science and Commerce. For admission to Honours course a candidate must secure 45% marks in aggregate with qualifying marks in both theory and practical papers. Only for Honours in Music, minimum 40% marks in H.S. in aggregate is essential.

4. Candidates who passed H.S. examination before 2012 are not eligible for admission.

5. For the purpose of verification against provisional admission, the following documents are to be produced at college office on the specified date.
   - Filled-up downloaded form submitted through on-line.
   - Admit card of M.P., Original Mark sheets and certificate of H.S., Caste Certificate, School leaving certificate with Xerox copies for each).

6. **Subject combinations** (as mentioned below)

   **B.A. Arts General:**
   One subject from each group (as mentioned below)
   Group A: Bengali/English
   Group B: History/Sanskrit/Economics/Physical Education
   Group C: Pol.Science/Philosophy/Geography

   Candidates seeking admission with Physical Education will have to face Physical capability test later on. Minimum marks for taking Geography as a combination subject is 50%, subject to availability of seats in the concerned subject. No candidate is allowed to take Geography and Physical Education as combination subjects at a time.

7. **B.A. (Hons):**

   **Subjects (Hons)**
   a. Bengali and English
   b. History, Sanskrit, Mass Comm & Music
   c. Pol.Science, Philosophy and Geography

   **Combinations offered**
   a. Gr. A: History/Sanskrit/Economics
   b. Gr. B: Pol.Science/Philosophy
   c. Gr. A: Bengali/English
   d. Gr.B: Pol.Science/Philosophy
   e. Gr.A: Bengali/English
   f. Gr. B: History/Sanskrit/Economics

   *One subject from each group with a maximum of two combination subjects is to be taken.*

8. **B.Sc. (General):**

   a. Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry (For Pure Science)
   b. Chemistry, Botany and Zoology (For Bio-Science)
9. B.Sc. (Hons):
   **Subjects (Hons)**
   a. Chemistry
   b. Botany
   c. Zoology
   d. Mathematics
   e. Nutrition

   **Combinations offered**
   Mathematics and Physics
   Zoology and Chemistry
   Botany and Chemistry
   Chemistry and Physics
   Chemistry and Botany/Zoology

10. B.Com. (General):
    H.S. Passed in any stream (Arts/Science/Commerce)

11. B.Com. (Hons) Accountancy
    Minimum criteria needed:
    a. Passed either in Accountancy/ Mathematics/ Statistics/ BEBM/ Economics in H.S.
    b. 45% marks in aggregate in H.S.
    (Usual pass subjects will be given for General & Hons. subjects)

* Any mistake in the application forms will be rejected without assigning any reason to the candidates.

12. Fees for Admission:**
    a. B.A. (General) Rs. 1590/-
    b. B.A. General (with both Geography and Physical Education) Rs. 1860/-
    c. B.Com. (General) Rs. 1620/-
    d. B.Com. (Hons) Rs. 1720/-
    e. Bengali, English, History, Sanskrit, Pol.Science, Philosophy (Hons) Rs. 1690/-
    f. Geography, Mass Comm. & Music (Hons) Rs. 2490/-
    g. Mathematics (Hons) Rs. 2020/-
    h. Zoology, Nutrition and Botany (Hons) Rs. 2520/-
    i. Chemistry (Hons) Rs. 4050/-
    j. B.Sc. (Pure and Bio-Science) Rs. 1920/-

   ** Inclusive of 3 months’ tuition fees, annual development fees and annual electric charges.

   Tentative date of starting first year class: Honours 09.07.2015, General: 12.08.2015.
   No language other than Bengali and English will be allowed against compulsory additional language.

   Date of admission may change under unavoidable circumstances.

   Dr. Niranjan Mandal
   Teacher-in-Charge
   Dr. B.N.Dutta Smriti Mahavidyalaya
   Hatgobindapur, Burdwan